MULTI-SKILLED COLLABORATOR DAY/NIGHT
RECEPTION - SERVICE - CAFÉ - BAR
Great news! Le Grand Quartier is recruiting its multi-skilled team to start now!
You role?
Get actively involved in Le Grand Quartier by welcoming and accompanying our guests before,
during and after their stay, in a dynamic and warm ambiance! But also, prepare Paris’ most
beautiful lattes and delicious cocktails for the neighborhood inhabitants or serve at lunch and
diner time in the coffee shop.
It’s the opportunity to…
●

Participate in one of the most exciting and innovative opening in Paris in 2019

●

Change the traditional hospitality codes sometimes not in line with new expectations

●

Learn and do several jobs at the same time:
○

Receptionist: Welcoming guests (Check-in/Check-out), arrivals preparation, billing,
concierge service

○

Waiter: greeting, menu recommendations and explanations, taking orders, serving,
clearing tables, billing

○

Barman / barista: preparing and serving cocktails and hot drinks at the bar and café,
billing, bar and café set up, cash-desk opening and closing

●

Offer to guests a different welcome : simplicity, goodwill, trust, spontaneity

About you…
You are dynamic, curious, interested in new industry trends and you like sharing with other.
You enjoy working in a team and you demonstrate a sense for welcoming and service. You speak
english, maybe french or another language! A first experience in hospitality would be good but
what we are mostly interested in is your personality!
You are recognised for your agility, your perseverance, your multitasking ability

and your

enthusiasm.
And digital friendly, you are comfortable with new technologies!
About the contract…
Day Contrat: permanent contract 39h, Full time
Gross salary 1 833€/month (based on 12 months) + ICN + up to 10% quarterly target-based bonus +
Mandatory health mutual
Night Contrat: permanent contract 39h, Full time, 4/3 work pattern

Gross salary 1 833€/month (based on 12 months) + night bonus + ICN + up to 10% quarterly
target-based bonus + Mandatory health mutual
Send us your resume by email to apply :  jobs@legrandquartier.com

